“I was 35 years old in 1981…my son Orlando and I had been living
together, just the two of us, for eight of his thirteen years. They were
to be the last eight years of his short life.”

Jim Lee
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“The BOX is a valuable little pocket book that suggests an interesting
and potentially very useful approach to anxiety and loss”
– Stephen Fry
Following on from the huge success of The BOX published in 2018, Jim Lee presents
My BOX, a new take on his original concept aimed at children who may be suffering
depression, anxiety or simply just feeling sad. It couldn‟t be simpler…put your
feelings down on a piece of paper, put them in the box and then revisit them once a
day, in a special place. Take whatever is worrying you out of your mind so it doesn‟t
rule your every waking moment. If it rears its head say No Not Now and return to it
only when you open the BOX.
“My son was killed in a car
crash. From the moment I
was
told
what
had
happened, I found myself
somewhere so far away
from anywhere I had ever
been…that I knew I
couldn‟t deal with it, I
would go mad. So, I had to
find a way through. I‟m not
an academic. I‟m not a
writer – in fact, I‟m both
dyslexic and a little
dyspraxic. It was in setting
out to try and survive, quite simply, that the idea of The BOX was born.”
“Jim Lee has produced here with The BOX a valuable contribution to how we try and
cope with major life trauma. He describes a method of confronting these by
compartmentalising and using intense focus for limited periods of time. It has a
powerful, clear and simple message. Jim describes a personally developed technique
for addressing psychological pain, a strongly positive message from a great force for
life. I cannot recommend it highly enough!”
- Dr Tony Hughes
Jim Lee is best known as a London-based photographer and film director. After
working as a fashion art photographer in the late sixties he switched to film directing,
creating hundreds of TV commercials as well as working on several full-length
features. His earlier photographs form part of the permanent collection at the V & A
Museum, with additional photographs in the archives of the Multimedia Arts
Museum, Moscow. A book of his life‟s work Jim Lee / Arrested was launched in
2012 alongside an exhibition of photographs at Somerset House. Lee‟s work is
regularly exhibited at galleries around the world.
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„Life in B&W‟ Documentary Film Teaser – https://tinyurl.com/yx8qxzf2











Jim‟s father was an MI5 operative – a fact he didn‟t find out until much later
in life, and one that explained his upbringing of privilege and secrecy.
He has struggled all his life with dyslexia.
He emigrated to Australia in 1962 and by the age of 18 had one of his
photographs published in Vogue magazine.
As a freelance photojournalist he covered performances by The Beatles and
The Rolling Stones.
In 1965 he was drafted into the Australian Army to fight in the Vietnam War,
but through his father‟s intervention was able to return to the UK.
By 1968 he was a full-time fashion photographer for some of the biggest
designers of the time including Ossie Clark, Yves Saint Lauren and Gianni
Versace, with his spreads regularly featured in national press and fashion
magazines including Vogue, Harpers, Fashion, Elle and The Sunday Times.
By 1973, Lee was working with Jennifer Hocking (editor of Harpers) and
Anna Wintour (Jennifer Hocking‟s assistant), whom he formed a strong
working relationship with, working on distinctive shoots for Coca-Cola,
Guinness and American Express. He followed her to New York shooting for
clients such as Saks Fifth Avenue and Bloomingdales. His success here led to
a 40-page fashion supplement for The New York Times in 1975.
In 1975 he decided to promote his new photo booklet using posters on the
sides of London buses. Intrigued by his novel use of the unconventional space
and keen to demonstrate the creative opportunities available, London
Transport gave Lee a hundred bus-sides for a year to do what he liked with
and chose clients of his to advertise on the side of the buses. He made
headlines when he put a full-frontal nude on the side of the Number 19 for
French Connection much to the consternation of campaigners such as Mary
Whitehouse.













In 1978, Lee decided to pursue a career as a film director, initially producing
television commercials before going on to direct full-length feature films.
Over the next few years he directed many hundreds of commercials including
Levi‟s, Visa, BMW, Shell, Royal Mail, Johnnie Walker and British Airways.
During the 1980‟s he helped set up a film company attracting various directors
including David Bailey and Richard Curtis,
In 1992 he directed the full-length feature film „Losing Track‟ starring Alan
Bates. It was screened at numerous film festivals to rave reviews and was
shown as part of the BBC‟s Screen One strand.
In 2003 he spotted one of his own early photographs in the V&A Magazine,
promoting an upcoming exhibition about Ossie Clark - contacting the
museum, he was invited to submit several more images to be displayed.
Renewed interest in his photography continued in 2005 through the Nikon
sponsored „Eyes for Images‟ exhibition in London featuring more of his early
work. Supported by London Fashion Week, the show was widely reviewed in
television and print media, made the national evening news and led to an
eight-page spread in The Sunday Times Magazine.
In 2007 he broke his pelvis falling through a roof and now boasts 2ft of metal
and 34 rivets in his hip.
More recently, on a skiing trip with his children, Lee suffered three cardiac
arrests and essentially died, contracting septicaemia and double pneumonia
with doctors giving him a 1% chance of survival. He made a full recovery and
now has a pace maker fitted.
Praise for The BOX has come from some very high-profile people. See
www.theboxbook.co.uk/reviews.
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